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1 Getting set up

For this lab, we will again be using Sketchpad, a site for building processing
sketches online using processing.js.

• Go to http://cisc1600.sketchpad.cc in your browser

• Log in to the account that you created last week. If your login is not working,
you might have created your account last week at http://sketchpad.cc.
If so, create a new account at http://cisc1600.sketchpad.cc.

1.1 Important information (reminder)!

For this lab, you will be creating a different “sketch” for each section (except this
first one). Each time you press the “Render” button (the button with the “play”
symbol on it), Sketchpad saves a version of your sketch and makes it accessible
via a URL. Please make sure that you do this at least once after completing
each step in the lab so that your work is saved properly. At the end of the lab,
I will ask you to share the URLs of all of your sketches with me and I will go
through the saved points.

1.2 Create a project in Thimble with links to your sketches

Create a new project in Thimble for this lab. In the HTML file, there should be
a list for each sketch and a nested sub-list containing the individual steps for
that sketch. After completing and rendering each step, copy the link to that
step into your thimble project. For details, see the previous lab.
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2 Animation: vector graphics

Vector graphics are created using a set of drawing instructions. This allows
them to look crisp and smooth after transformations like growing, rotating, and
stretching. They are mainly only practical for drawings, however, as photos are
not readily transformed into vector representations. In this example, we will
animate a helicopter.

2.1. Create a new sketch. Change the name to “Lab 6, step 2”. Replace the
default code with the following:

// Lab 6, Step 2.1: Create a new sketch
void setup() {

size(500, 500);
frameRate(20);
fill(128, 128, 255);

}

void draw() {
background(255);
drawHelicopter(mouseX, mouseY);

}

void drawHelicopter(int x, int y) {
// Draw body as quadrangle
strokeWeight(2); // The thickness of the lines
quad(-40 + x, -40 + y, 100 + x, 0 + y,

100 + x, -20 + y, -100 + x, 20 + y);

// Draw the main rotor as a line
strokeWeight(4); // The thickness of the lines
line(-120 + x, -20 + y, -40 + x, -40 + y);
line(-40 + x, -40 + y, 40 + x, -60 + y);

// Draw the tail rotor as a line
strokeWeight(2.5); // The thickness of the lines
line(120 + x, -20 + y, 100 + x, -20 + y);
line(100 + x, -20 + y, 80 + x, -20 + y);

}

• Run the sketch. Move the mouse around the canvas.

2.2. Animate the rotors

• Notice that each rotor is drawn using two separate lines. Comment out
one call to line() at a time to see which part each one corresponds
to
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• Create a global variable called frame that keeps track of the number
of frames that have been drawn

• Add a line to the end of the draw() function to add 1 to frame each
time draw() is called

• Add an if statement before each call to line(), so that line()
is only called if the variable frame has certain values. Figure out
what values frame should have so that the rotor appears to alternate
between the two lines. Hint: use the mod operator %

• Fly the helicopter around

• Update the comment at the top of the sketch and render it

2.3. Optional challenge: Change the scale of the helicopter

• Create a global variable called scale that is initially set to 1

• In the calls to quad, line, and strokeWeight, wherever there is a
hard-coded number, multiply that number by scale

• Update the comment at the top of the sketch and render it

• Make sure that the helicopter still looks the same

• Change the value of scale to 2 and see what happens

• Change it to 0.5 and see what happens

• Add a keyPressed() function so that when the key ’-’ is pressed,
scale is decreased and when ’+’ OR ’=’ is pressed, scale is increased.
Implement OR using the || operator

2.4. Optional challenge: Control the helicopter with the arrow keys

• Give the helicopter a velocity in the x direction and a separate velocity
in the y direction

• Make a keyPressed() listener that translates arrow key presses into
changes in the appropriate velocity

• The helicopter should change position in x and y by a distance equal
to its velocity each frame.

3 Animation: bitmap graphics

Bitmap graphics can be more realistic than vector graphics, but are less flexible.
We will use them here to make a non-realistic animation of our walking stick
figure from the JavaScript lab.
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3.1. Create a new sketch. Change the name to “Lab 6, step 3”. Replace the
default code with the following:

// Lab 6, Step 3.1: Create a new sketch
int frame = 0;
PImage[] frames = new PImage[4];

void setup() {
size(300, 300);
frameRate(10);

}

void draw() {
background(255);

}

3.2. Add animation frames to the sketch

• Download http://m.mr-pc.org/teaching/cisc1600/walkRight.zip
and unzip the files to a directory

• Click on the “files” link in the top right corner of the page on Sketchpad
and upload the four gif files to the site

• As described in the file window where you uploaded your files to, add
a single @pjs call at the top of your file to preload all of your gifs.
The format of the call will be something like this

/* @pjs preload=”/static/uploaded˙resources/p.20231/fr0.gif,/static/...”; */

but the directory of your images will include a different number than
this one. There should just be one set of quotation marks (opening
and closing) and the file locations should be separated by commas.
This makes sure that the files get loaded by the browser before your
sketch runs.

• Follow the other instruction in the file window to load the images
into the frames array inside the setup() function. The code should
look something like this, but again with different numbers

frames[0] = loadImage("/static/uploaded_resources/p.20231/fr0.gif");
frames[1] = loadImage("/static/uploaded_resources/p.20231/fr1.gif");
frames[2] = loadImage("/static/uploaded_resources/p.20231/fr2.gif");
frames[3] = loadImage("/static/uploaded_resources/p.20231/fr3.gif");

3.3. Draw the current frame and update the frame counter.

• Draw the current frame at position (50, 50) using the image() func-
tion, which takes three arguments: image, x, y. The image that you
pass in should be the frame-th element of the frames array, which
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you can access with the syntax frames[frame].

• Add 1 to the frame variable and if it becomes larger than frames.length,
set it to 0. You can use the mod (%) operator for this or an if state-
ment.

3.4. Make the stick figure walk across the canvas

• Create global variables to store the x and y coordinates of the stick
figure. Don’t forget to initialize them to reasonable values

• Increment one or both of them every frame

• Draw the stick figure at those coordinates using the image() function

3.5. Optional challenge: Make the stick figure wrap around to the other side
of the scree when it walks off one side

3.6. Optional challenge: Make the stick figure turn around and walk back
when it gets to the edge of the screen. Download the left-facing frames
from http://m.mr-pc.org/teaching/cisc1600/walkLeft.zip . You’ll
have to increase the size of the frames array

3.7. Optional challenge: Make the stick figure turn right and take a step to
the right when you press the right arrow. Make it turn to the left and take
a step to the left when you press the left arrow.

4 Arrays: past mouse locations

In this part of the lab, we will use an array to keep track of the last 300 values
of the mouse’s y coordinate. We will gradually build up to this by first writing
the drawing code, and then adding the array manipulation.

4.1. Create a new sketch. Change the name to “Lab 6, step 4”. Replace the
default code with the following:

// Lab 6, Step 4.1: Create a new sketch
int[] y;

void setup() {
size(300, 300);
y = new int[width];

for (int i = 0; i < y.length; i++) {
y[i] = 15*sqrt(i);

}
}
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void draw() {
background(204);

// Plot all of the values
for (int i = 1; i < y.length; i++) {

// INSERT: draw a line between adjacent values in y
}

}

4.2. Draw a line between adjacent values in y

• Replace the line labeled “INSERT” with your own code to draw a
line between adjacent values in y

• There is one value in y for each pixel in the width of the screen

• So the line between y[i] and y[i-1] should be plotted at x-coordinates
i and i-1, respectively

• Update the comment at the top of the sketch and render it

• If your code is running properly, you should see a smooth curve that
is steeper at the left of the canvas than the right

4.3. Shift past values in y down one spot per frame

• Add the following code in draw() directly after the call to background()

// Shift past values down one spot each.
// Read the array from the end to the
// beginning to avoid overwriting the data
for (int i = y.length-1; i > 0; i--) {

// INSERT1: shift y[i] down one spot
}

// INSERT2: Add current position to the beginning

• Replace the line labeled “INSERT1” with your own code to shift the
elements of y down one spot in the array

• After this loop has run, the value in y[i] should be the previous
value in y[i-1]

• Which direction does this move the values in the array?

• Update the comment at the top of the sketch and render it

• Which direction does the curve move?

4.4. Add the current mouse y-position to the beginning of y
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• Replace the line labeled “INSERT2” with your own code to write the
current mouse y-position to the first element of y

• Remember that in Processing, like JavaScript, array indices start at 0

• Update the comment at the top of the sketch and render it

• Move your mouse around the canvas and make sure that the line
follows the history of your mouse’s y coordinate

4.5. Optional challenge: Use a ring buffer for efficiency

• The current code copies all of the array elements every frame. This is
inefficient, especially for a wide screen

• To speed it up, you can keep all of the data in the same array location
and just change its “virtual” location, i.e., which entry you interpret
as being the beginning of the array.

• First, keep track of how many times draw() has been called in a new
integer called frame

• Then, when writing into the array, overwrite the last entry (which
would have been over-written anyway), but don’t move any of the
existing values around. Use the frame variable to keep track of which
entry to overwrite. Don’t forget to handle the case when frame gets
bigger than the length of the array

• Finally, when reading from the array, start at the new entry and read
back through the past entries. Again, use the frame variable to keep
track of where the start is

5 Objects: bouncing ball

To get some first-hand experience with objects and object-oriented programming,
we will create a class to represent a ball that bounces around the canvas.

5.1. Create a new sketch. Change the name to “Lab 6, step 5”. Replace the
default code with the following:

// Lab 6, Step 5.1: Create a new sketch
Ball ball;

void setup() {
size(300, 300);
ball = new Ball();

}
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void draw() {
background(204);
ball.draw();
ball.update();

}

class Ball {
// INSERT1: variables holding state of ball

// Constructor
Ball() {

// INSERT3: randomly initialize all variables
}

void draw() {
// INSERT2: draw ball

}

void update() {
// INSERT4: move ball
// INSERT5: bounce off of walls

}
}

5.2. Declare variables to hold the ball’s state

• The state of a ball is defined by its position (in the x and y directions),
its velocity (in the x and y directions), its radius, and its color.

• At “INSERT1” in the code, declare variables of the appropriate type
to hold each of these pieces of information. For the color of the ball
use Processing’s built-in type color. There should be a total of 6
variables to hold the necessary information

• Initialize each variable to a reasonable value where it is declared

• Update the comment at the top of the sketch and render it

• Nothing should happen yet because we haven’t defined the Ball.draw()
function

5.3. Define the Ball.draw() function

• At “INSERT2” in the code, write the code to draw the ball

• Drawing the ball consists of setting the current fill color to the ball’s
color using the fill() function and then drawing a circle at the ball’s
position at the ball’s size using the ellipse() function
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• Update the comment at the top of the sketch and render it

• A ball should be drawn at the position that you specified with the
size and color that you specified

5.4. Randomly initialize the ball’s state in the constructor

• In order to make the simulation interesting, and to have multiple balls
later, each ball that is created needs to be initialized with a different
state

• At “INSERT3” in the code, write the code to set the state variables
to reasonable, but random values using Processing’s random() func-
tion. If you call random() with a single argument, it will return a
random number between 0 and that argument. If you call it with two
arguments, it will return a random number between those two values.

• To create a random color, use the constructor for the color class:
color() with one or three arguments. The arguments should come
from the random() function

• Update the comment at the top of the sketch and render it

• Each time you run it, the ball should appear at a different place on
the screen, with a different size and color

5.5. Update the ball’s position every frame

• The ball’s velocity is the amount that its position should change in
each frame in each direction

• At “INSERT4”, write code to add the ball’s x velocity to its x position
and to add its y velocity to its y position

• Update the comment at the copy of the sketch and render it.

• Now the ball should move at a constant speed in a constant direction.
Each time your run it, it should move in a different direction with a
different speed

5.6. Bounce off of walls

• Currently, the ball will continue moving in its specified direction past
the edges of the screen. If we want to confine it to stay on the canvas,
we need to make it bounce off an edge when it hits it instead of
passing through

• Figure out the 4 conditions to test to determine whether the ball
has gone through each of the 4 edges of the canvas. Remember: the
position of the ball is the position of its center, but it should bounce
when its edge reaches a boundary of the canvas
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• When a ball bounces off a wall, its velocity perpendicular to the wall
should be reversed, i.e., should become the negative of what it was.
Implement this negation for each of the 4 walls

• Update the comment at the top of the sketch and render it

• Now the balls should remain confined to the canvas. If so, you have
successfully simulated the physics of bouncing balls!

5.7. Optional challenge: Make the simulation more realistic

• Make the ball flatten when it is bouncing off a wall

• Add gravity accelerating the ball downward

• Add friction slowing down the ball as its travels

• Add friction slowing down the ball when it bounces

• Add interactivity with mouse position / click

6 Arrays of objects: bouncing balls

In this section, we will go from having a single ball to having multiple balls
stored in an array.

6.1. Start from the sketch from the previous step

• Click on the “Share” link

• Click on the “clone & modify” button on the share page to make a
copy of this sketch

• Rename the sketch “Lab 6, Step 6”

• Update the comment and render the sketch

6.2. Create an array of one ball

• Replace the declaration of ball at the top of the sketch with the
declaration of an array of Balls called balls

• In setup(), add a line to create (i.e., allocate) the balls array with
just one ball in it. The line should look like this: balls = new
Ball[1];

• In setup(), replace the initialization of ball with a for loop initial-
izing each of the balls in balls. Use the variable balls.length to
define the number of iterations in the loop

• In draw(), replace the calls to ball.update() and ball.draw() with
a for loop calling those same two functions for each ball in the array.
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Use the variable balls.length to define the number of iterations in
the loop

• Update the comment and render the sketch

• The sketch should look and act the same as it did before, but is now
ready to run with multiple balls

6.3. Make the array longer

• Update the creation of the balls array to have 5 balls. If everything
is working properly, you should now have 5 balls bouncing around
without needing to change any other part of your code

• Update the creation of the balls array to have a random number of
balls between 5 and 20 using the random() function

• Update the comment and render the sketch

6.4. Optional challenge: Make the simulation more realistic

• Make the balls bounce off each other

• Make the balls bounce off each other with conservation of momentum
(mass proportional to PI*sq(radius))

• Add gravity accelerating the balls towards each other (like stars)

7 Build a minimal version of your project 2

Use the rest of the class period to design and build the simplest possible version
of your sketch for project 2. This week at home, you should flesh it out, adding
more features while making sure it is still running properly after you add each
one.

7.1. Brainstorm your design. If you have already done this at home, move on
to the next step

• Come up with a concept for the project that you would like to build

• Determine what the animated aspects of the project will be

• Determine what the interactive aspects of the project will be

• Figure out the simplest possible version of it that is still interesting

• Sketch out on paper what several key frames will look like

7.2. Discuss your design with me. Make sure you are ready to describe the
concept, animated aspects, and interactive aspects.

7.3. Build the simplest possible version of your project
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• Determine what functions, variables, and classes you will need

• Determine what your setup() and draw() functions should be

• Implement these parts of the program so that this simplest version is
running correctly
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